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Introduction
“You are all star
seeds. Every one
of the brothers
and sisters upon
our holy Mother,
the Earth, is a
star seed from
various
constellations
with various
consciousnesses,
various
potentialities.”
Jeshua

In this chapter Jeshua picks up where St Germain left off from
the Council of One to the Conversations within the Council of
One. The conversations seem to be ongoing as we participate
in this grand experiment on Mother Earth of diversity within
the Oneness of the One Mind.
However, the information Jeshua shares with us is a grand
overview of the process by which we find ourselves here. For
me it raises more questions: Which stars exactly? Are the stars
of our origin all homogeneous in their cultures and is that why
they want to see what the diversity melting pot looks like?
Was the human form genetically engineered for this planet
specifically? (The story of Eve being created from Adam’s rib
suggests something along that line to me). If the space
brothers, or our ancestors are still watching us, do they ever
intervene and if so under what circumstances? Or is there really
a prime directive of noninterference? I sure would like to know
what history is “embedded in the very cells of the physical
body, with history embedded in the subconscious memory”.
Jeshua states that the “experiment is not finished.” We are still
evolving in wisdom, generation by generation, especially as we
behold the Christ energy of each person. “The conversation of
One is still conversing with Itself to see where this is going to
go, because you do not know; I do not know; the One does not
know the improv. Only the final goal is known: the final result
of the At-one-ment.” This will come when all people on all the
galaxies come to the realization of the One Mind. That will
happen “in an instant that is within and outside of time.” That
is an intriguing concept in itself. Being within and outside of
time? No wonder Jeshua calls it “exciting”.
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Affirmation for
the Week:

“I Honor the
Christ energy
in each person,
regardless of
our
differences.”

Discussion Questions
• What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your
mind? Your imagination?
• How do you relate to the concept of being a volunteer star
seed in this melting pot experiment? Does it ring true to you?
• Knowing that our diversity of perspectives comes from the
many cultures of the many stars has helped me be more
compassionate to others whose ideas I find difficult to
understand. We all really are “from other planets”. What
differences and similarities have you noticed? Make a list.
Does it make a difference in how you relate to other humans?
• Have you ever accessed the history in your cells or
subconscious? If so, what did you find?

Assignments
1. Jeshua tells us that our country is a microcosm of this grand experiment
and we are developing the “techniques, stratagems, methods,
understanding of how to work with each other in this melting pot.” Are
there methods that ancient or modern cultures have developed in
interacting with each other that can add to the knowledge/wisdom of not
only our earth, but could be universal? Do some research as to what
these strategies might be. (Examples such as treaties, councils, laws)
2. Our “space brothers and sisters” may be trying to communicate with us
through sacred geometry patterns known as “crop circles”. Visit the
following website:
https://temporarytemples.co.uk/crop-circles/2017-crop-circles
It contains many years of photos and documentation of crop circles from
all over the world, but mostly centered in the UK. Explore them and
choose one or two that really attract you above the others. Meditate one
or more and see what comes up for you. Does it give you any insights as
to who makes them – perhaps by the space brothers and sisters that are
watching and assisting us? Print one of your favorites and bring to our
group discussion, we will use these images in our meditation.
3. Use this affirmation daily: “I Honor the Christ energy in each person,
regardless of our differences.” Enjoy!
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NOTES
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